Children indicated their favourite part of the day was:
- 83% Making Stress Balls
- 9% Making Feeling Masks
- 8% The Kids’ Space

Children also described learning a number of lessons, including:
- 50% Expressing feelings is important
- 25% Other Children Are Grieving Too
- 12.5% Music is helpful
- 12.5% Facts about Death

There was notable change in children's feelings before and after the event:

Children also indicated just how much the event taught them about their grief:

When asked whether they would recommend the event to other children...
- 27% said YES
- 54% said MAYBE
- 18% said NO

At the Children & Youth Grief Network, our mission is to ensure that all children have access to accurate information and well-informed support when they are grieving.
Visit our website: www.childrenandyouthgriefnetwork.com
Or connect with us:

Facebook: Children and Youth Grief Network
Twitter: @c_grief